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Abstract7

Sign language is the key communication medium, which deaf and mute people use in their8

day-to-day life. Talking to disabled people will cause a difficult situation since a non- mute9

person cannot understand their hand gestures and in many instances mute people are hearing10

impaired. Same as Sinhala, Tamil, English, or any other language, sign language also tend to11

have differences according to the region. This paper is an attempt to assist deaf and mute12

people to develop an effective communication mechanism with non-mute people. The end13

product of this project is a combination of a mobile application that can translate the sign14

language into digital voice and IoT enabled, light-weighted wearable glove, which capable of15

recognizing twenty-six English alphabet, 0-9 numbers, and words. Better user experience16

provide with voice-to-text feature in mobile application to reduce the communication gap17

within mute and non-mute communities. Research findings and results from current system18

visualize the output of the product can be optimized up to 2519

20

Index terms— sign language, internet of things, gesture recognition, smart glove, recurrent neural network.21

1 Introduction22

ccording to the latest statistics of the World Health Organization, 5% of the world population cannot hear a23
single word [1]. It is a tragedy, which leads them to mutism, since they can-not hear or learn words to speak. In24
conditions such as Apraxia of Speech, Cerebral Palsy and Aphasia people suffering from the inability to speak.25
To reduce this gap between mute and non-mute people, sign language will act as a bridge between them. Sign26
language is the main communication method for those who cannot express their voice. In such situations, they27
will need a communication mechanism to express their ideas with each other. As a non-mute person, sharing28
ideas with a mute person will cause a difficult situation for both. Because of one person cannot hear any sound29
and other one cannot understand the hand gestures. In such situations, society may have to make sure that30
deaf mute people can understand them very well. The more non-mute people do not understand them via sign31
language, the more they will avoid having human interaction with the community. There are 6909 distinct spoken32
languages in the world today [2]. Same as that, 125 sign languages use around the globe in different countries [3].33
As an example of the nature of sign language, American Sign Language (ASL) is quite different from British Sign34
Language (BSL), even though Author ? ? ? ?: e-mail: it16133228@my.sliit.lk English is the spoken language35
of both countries [2]. Within these 125 sign languages in the world, Sinhala sign language (SSL) also stands36
with other languages. With the ”Smart community” concept, people tend to use technology to transform their37
natural lifestyle into more productive and positive ways. These devices sense and record user activities, predict38
their future behavior, and prepare everything one step ahead according to the user’s preference or needs, giving39
him/her the most convenience, comfort, efficiency, and security. [4] 1. Computer vision-based method 2. Sensor-40
based method Computer vision-based gesture recognition [5]can be less accurate and less comfortable to the end41
user since, it involves many aspects such as motion modeling, motion analysis, pattern recognition and machine42
learning [6]. Outdoor light states act a key role in vision-based gesture identification since, without proper43
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4 METHODOLOGY

light conditions, cameras will not be able to recognize the gestures and method through the image processing44
mechanisms. Considering the sensor-based hand gesture recognition mechanisms, different sensors provide set of45
data according to the joints and finger separation that characterizes a hand gesture. By obtaining these data,46
any movement can be represented as a sequence of frames. The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows:47
Section II elaborates the background survey including a theoretical comparison of existing SIGN LANGUAGE48
INTERPRETERS. Section III explains the approach of implementing the Glove and whole environment in detail.49
Section IV explains the Test results from the process and finally, Section V concludes the paper conclusion.50

2 II.51

3 Background Review52

Researches in the sign language recognition systems are mainly based on computer vision and sensor based53
recognition mechanisms. The image processing techniques [7] using the camera to capture the image/video.54
Examinations of the data with static images and identify the image using various algorithms and create sentences55
for that into the display [7] Camera place to direct the place that captures highest available hand movements,56
higher resolution camera take up more calculation time and hold more memory space. A deaf person always need57
a high performance camera permanently and cannot use in a public place.58

Though, computer vision technologies restricted in terms of their functionalities, many high performance59
techniques required with more expensive sensors which not only made the application more complex and60
expensive. The system was limited to an accurate background without any noise or disturbance.61

Another research determines sign language recognition system using a hand glove. ??8] [9] In this design, mute62
person need to wear a glove consist of 5 flex sensor for each finger and motion tracker. Data are directly coming63
from every 5 sensors and process sensor data with static data to produce sentences. It’s using a neural network64
to increase the completion of the system. The main advantage of this system is the fast response in real-time65
applications. Its movable device and cost of the complete device is higher since the hardware used are expensive66
[9]. In another research, researches developed a sign language recognition system using a portable Accelerometer67
(ACC) and Surface Electro Myogram (sEMG) [10]these sensors are used to detect the hand gesture. ACC used68
to capture movement information of hand and arms. These Sensor output signals are input to the computer and69
process to identify the hand gesture and provide speech and text with both [10]. But none of the above methods70
provides users with two-way communication and as well as a graphical picture of each sign. Our proposed system71
will be capable of delivering the two-way conversation with visualizing pictures of relevant signs in the app with72
a user-friendly manner.73

Other than using flex sensors, a team of researchers used Potentiometer to extract the data from fingers [11].74
Above system design was created to work with virtual reality applications like replacing the conventional input75
devices like joysticks in video games with the data glove. Also, the Robot control system to regulate machine76
activity at remote sensitive sites.77

As per above-mentioned readings, it is clear that hand gesture recognition system for mute people is very78
essential to the current society, yet it has many issues to be addressed such like the mobility of the device,79
identifying and express full sentences other than words, power consumption and develop as a smart device.80

III.81

4 Methodology82

Proposed system is designed to identify and translate the hand gestures into a digital voice as final outcome. In83
implementation, system is consist of a software module and a hardware module. Accelerometer, flex sensors and84
printed circuit board includes in hardware module. As the initial step, system will capture the flex sensor and85
accelerometer readings. Record it one by one for each sign by using a pushbutton remote (push button). A push86
button is used to input the boundaries of a single data frame corresponding to a certain sign in the data stream.87
Number of data sets for one sign can be obtained and save them in a CSV file format. In the same manner88
different data sets for different signs (100) can be collected. These signs referred as mean data set. As the next89
step get overall CSV file set and calculate the mean value for each sign.90

After getting the mean values, collection of single CSV files set for each different sign. For example, if there91
are 10 signs, there will be x axis data for each 10 signs and saved in one CSV file. Similarly, now there are 892
CSV files for for X,Y,Z z-axis and 5 flex sensors. In addition to that, recorded data set also included in the93
system. As previous this also has 8 CSV files for X,Y,Z axis and also for the 5 flex. The only difference here is it94
is not necessary to calculate the mean value. The next step is to identify the mean squared error (MSE). Using95
recorded data and the actual data set can calculate the MSE value. Up to this moment there are two different96
data sets available in the system (actual sign data set and recorded data set). According to the graph here, it97
visualize our data set which consists of the actual gesture capture with their mean values. In addition to that,98
data set which consists of the recorded data set also available. Now according to the figure 2 graph, comparison99
of 2 graphs can be made by shifting them. As above, shifting the frame one by one will lead to calculate the100
MSE value. As a assumption, assume recorded data set and it has 120 data points. Initially it’s necessary to fix101
the actual sign size. It will range 0 to 80 and then check it. Then shift by one value and next 1 to 81 ranges and102
check it. Likewise shifting the actual sign graph on our recorded sign graph and calculate the MSE value. As103
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a last step of first phase, data can be stored in an array. After comparing the graphs by shifting method MSE104
value array can be generated. After checking the complete graph, point of lowest value in graph can be identified105
as the point where consist the lowest error.106

5 Fig. 3: Shifting the graph107

Identification of fix value is essential since it used to compare the MSE values. To calculate this fix value, same108
two Graphs will be used. Actual one (for a one sign) and calculate the MSE value of it. In a perfect error-less109
scenario outcome should be 0.00. But obviously there is are range differences between same sign graphs. Because110
of that calculating this in several times we have to select a fix one. As the final results for the fix value we got111
the answer as 0.05. After getting fix value now it is easy to scale out our MSE values as following.112

1. Ex-maximum error value = 0.05 2. If our minimum MSE value is (E) ? 0.05 This result can be accepted,113
since mean of the recorded data set is equal to the exact sign and very similar to the sign that we used to shift114
(Actual data set). We have eight CSV file up to now (both actual and recorded). This need to done to the same115
e CSV files also and we have to collect the results in several time for same graphs also to get a idea of the pattern116
that will take(ex R1, R1.1 R1.2). After getting results it can be visualize as below. After getting data from the117
sensors and calculating the MSE values, cost function will provide the processed data in to a Long short-term118
memory network (LSTM). Once the data received, LSTM will try to recognize a pattern with input data and give119
an output. If we consider 1,2,3,4 & 5 are five different signs, according to the below graph, output is identified120
as 1,2,3 &4. This is a perfect, error less situation since none of the other signs identified by accelerometer axis or121
flex sensors other than the original sign. It comes only if accelerometer axis and flex sensors identify the correct122
sign without any interference with other signs. If we check the output 5, it clearly visible all 8 sensors identify123
the output as ”5” yet Y,Z axis and F3 sensor identified ”5” with 3,4 signs as well. This is an error, yet it can be124
normalized, since once the same pattern identified by the LSTM network, it will keep the pattern in the memory.125
Whenever a similar pattern or pattern with minor changes identified by LSTM network it will give the output126
as pattern with most similarities.127

Once a pattern is recognized through LSTM, processed data will feed in to a another LSTM network for128
smooth the outcome of the sentence. Smoothing the outcome is essential because from the first LSTM network129
we only get identified word series. Processing is essential for give a user-friendly outcome to the end user. After130
getting a complete, meaningful sentence from second LSTM network it will transmitted over WiFi to a mobile131
application. From mobile application identified sentence will be expose to the end user in voice format.132

The designed Sign language recognition system has the capability of training an inexperienced user to the133
system with inbuilt training mode. Once a new user registered through the mobile application first time, user134
will be directed to the training mode. According to the given instructions user may complete the training in135
predefined time. Once the training session is completed, accuracy of new users hand gestures will be calculated136
and provide with percentage.137

6 PCB Design138

Customized PCB was designed to obtain the signals from 5 flex sensors and accelerometer with optimized space139
usage to reduce the weight of the device. Other than using whole modules, this PCB is designed with separate140
ICs, sensors and SMD components to reduce the space usage. To build the serial communication we connect the141
CP2102 through a micro USB port. In such cases like, WiFi failure or battery power decrease we can directly142
connect the board and the Raspberry Pi via a micro USB cable. Also, we provide power, through the micro USB143
port. Data is directly coming from 5 flex sensors and MPU 6050 sensor. Through WiFi connection, data will144
transfer to the Raspberry Pi for processing.145

7 Esp wroom 32D IC146

When we take the data in live data will store in an array that is coming from module. This array size is depending147
on the largest size count on the mean data set. When the array count is fully then it will send for the process.148
Again for the same process before it storing 50% of data elements from the array will be deleted. Then the data149
will shift to the first elements and also adding. Then as in previous when the array count is fully then it will150
send for the process. This whole process will be evaluated when we catch live data.151

8 IV.152

9 Test Results153

Experiments were mainly conducted with the test graph results. For example, observe the sign ’Good morning’.154
For the ’Good morning’ sign, we should obtain the mean data set and recorded data set. It will show in figure155
?? and 7 here (For a one Axis).156

10 Discussion157

Study referencing shows the World Health Organization, Over 5% of the world’s population or 466 million people158
have disabling hearing loss (432 million adults and 34 million children) [1]. In children under 15 years of age,159
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11 CONCLUSION

60% of hearing loss is attributable to preventable causes [1]. This figure is greater in low-and ( ) A Year 2020160
middle-income countries (75%) as matched to highincome countries (49%) [1]. Overall, preventable causes of161
childhood hearing loss include:162

1. Infections such as mumps, measles, rubella, meningitis, cytomegalovirus infections, and chronic otitis media163
(31% [1]. 2. Complications at the time of birth, such as birth asphyxia, low birth weight, prematurity, and164
jaundice (17%) [1]. 3. Use of ototoxic medicines in expecting mothers and babies (4%) [1]. Others (8%)165

Taking these matters of the impact of hearing problems in the world, it has been discovered that a solution to166
identify these sign language communicate and predict how two-way communication is done and how the new user167
familiar with the sign language using the training mode. Hence this research study is based on using machine168
learning to predict the variation of the signs and neural network to identify the specific signs by using the data.169
Two types of sensors are used to capture the data of a hand gesture. The flex sensor and accelerometer are used170
to capture the readings from a hand gesture in a multidimensional way. Five flex sensors are used to capture the171
finger movements using the resistance of the flex sensors located on every finger of the glove. Five flex sensors172
will be used for a single hand since the project focuses on hand gesturing of American Sign Language. The173
American Sign Language has been selected since the gesture of the language is only based mostly on a single174
hand. Furthermore, the accelerometer (GY-521) positioned on the top of the glove will be used to measure the175
acceleration force of the hand gesture. The data is taken by the sensor will be sent ESP wroom 32D sensor for176
further processing as well.177

Captured data transmitted via MPU 6050 Module to Raspberry-Pi and it will be processed in artificial neural178
network [12]. In this process ANN’s output will be a collection of words, letters or numbers which will not give179
a proper sense to the end user. To overcome this obstacle, Natural Language Processing mechanism can be used180
in the proposed system.181

The overall application will be design from using Android studio and adobe XD for design interfaces. When182
considering the structure of mobile application, it has many interfaces to illustrate information to the user which183
is included different features;184

? The device is connected to a mobile application through Bluetooth When open the application firstpage185
display connect tab and home tab then press the connect button application relates to the main control system.186
Provide text and animation for illustrate sign language Normal person is talking with the deaf person that voices187
are converting to the hand gestures and that gestures are display through the mobile application with text188
Suggestion 1. X-axis -Data points 2. Y-axis -Processing time This graph visualize the data processing speed of189
Intel core i7 processor and Raspberry Pi 4B.Green color graph illus-trates the data input without processing.190
Orange color graph illustrates the data processed through Intel core i7 (1065G7 CPU @ 1.50 GHz) processor.191
Blue color graph illustrates the Data processed through Raspberry Pi 4B (Broadcom BCM2711 SoC 1.5 GHz192
64-bit quad-core ARM Cortex-A72). With the proposing method, input data rate will be reduced and sign graphs193
are checked with ¼ part of the complete sign in the beginning. Once the first ¼ of the sign is identified with cost194
function, rest of the sign will be checked. data points, MSE value should be calculated 120 times. In proposed195
method, a sign signal break into ¼ of full length. Once the mean value start to analyze the sign, first it check196
the ¼ of signal and verify whether it can identify the signal. If the first quarter can be identified, rest of the sign197
will be processed. Considering this method efficiency can be increased.198

11 Conclusion199

End product of this project is useful for handicapped mute community, which will develop a bridge between200
those who comprehend sign language and those who do not. Initial version of this product support the ASL.201
We described the method for obtaining hand gestures by several sensors including flex sensors. With use of202
NLP mechanisms data will be processed and trained to give a more accurate output. During our project we203
faced several challenges and problems including obtaining and processing data, yet we give our full strength to204
minimize the errors, since it will lead to minimize the communication gap among the disable community. 1205
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Figure 1: Fig. 1 :
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Figure 2: Fig. 2 :
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Figure 3: Fig. 4 :
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Figure 4: Fig. 6 :Fig. 7 :
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Figure 5: Fig. 8 :
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Figure 6: Fig. 9 :
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Figure 7: Fig. 10 :

application interacts with deaf persons. It provides
clear interfaces for user.
? User can select modes.
1. User Mode
2. Training Mode
3. Battery Level

[Note: ? Provide user-friendly interfaces for understanding sign language when considering this mobile
application; it should be a special one because this]

Figure 8:
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